Aims: To investigate the appropriateness of the Extended Lambert-Pearson model (ELPM) to 22 model the effect of pH (as hydrogen and hydroxyl ions) over the whole biokinetic pH range in 23 comparison to other available models. 24
Introduction

44
The history of models describing the effect of pH on microbial growth has followed the 45 same pattern as those models describing the effect of temperature: initially exponential or 46 square root models followed by a move to Cardinal polynomial models. Many microorganisms of concern in foods have pH optima between 6 and 7, although 58 there are some notable exceptions (see for example Fig 1 of Zwietering et al.1993) . 59 Although, perhaps, not obvious, equation (2) Models 1 to 5 are given in their Gamma form, which is the relative effect of a given pH to 76 that at the optimal pH value; multiplication by, for example,  opt gives an absolute value. 
A constrained variant of (7) where the parameters P 2i = 1 was termed the constrained 
Where RTD (the rate to detection) is the reciprocal of the observed time to detection 143 (TTD) and RTD opt is the reciprocal of the optimal TTD value (least inhibitory condition), 144 and where all other parameters are defined as in (8). of modelled parameters were obtained, the mean and the 95% quantiles were obtained for 167 each of them. To obtain the pH optimum value, equation (7) was differentiated with 168 respect to pH by redefining (9) in terms of pH, equation (13). 3. Using the parameters from 2., fit the ELPM (relax the P 2i restriction).
Results
182
The observed and modelled data for the effect of hydrogen ions against E. coli in a broth fitting by the models described -there were sparse data beyond the expected pHopt value.
252
The CPM returns a very large confidence interval, the ELPM refused to compute one. shows the ELPM applied to the data set taking into account the temperature change. optimum. This occurs when the range between the pHmin and pHmax is greater than approx. 5.5 300 pH units and the dose response (as described by the P 2i parameters in the ELPM) is high (a 301 P 2i value greater than approx 0.85), and under these conditions there is a clear difference 302 between these two models. The CPM is at its best when the pH profile is close to 303 symmetric about the pH opt , but a simple quadratic may also provide a good fit to the data. The simple idea that the pH-growth profile is due to hydrogen ions and hydroxyl 315 ions is, of course, not ground-breaking, but few people question the dichotomy of using pH 316 which is defined using the hydrogen ion concentration when the pH profile is not 
